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Zarkin and Beth Israel (a respectable
New York City hospital) during her
pregnancy. The lawsuit arose from an
incident that occurred on September 7,
1999; when six weeks before her due
date Liana's baby went into fetal distress
and Dr. Zarkin performed an emergency
Caesarean section. Believing that the C-
section was perfect, Dr. Zarkin took his
scalpel and carved his initials into Liana's
abdomen. No one in the delivery room,
including Liana's husband, realized what
had happened until one of the medical
attendants screamed at the sight of the
three inch wide and one inch high "AZ"
carved into Liana's abdomen.'
When Liana demanded to know
why he would commit such a heinous
act, Dr. Zarkin said that he did not owe
her an explanation. Instead of
apologizing for his bizarre behavior, Dr.
Zarkin claimed he was suffering from a
rare brain disorder called Pick's Disease,
which inhibited his ability to distinguish
between right and wrong.'
Along with Dr. Zarkin's failure to
acknowledge the severity of his actions,
Beth Israel added to Liana's and
Robert's nightmare in its attempt to
cover up the incident. Immediately after
Dr. Zarkin committed his vicious act, the
obstetrical chief at Beth Israel asked
Liana to sign a document waiving her
right to bring charges against the
hospital. Liana did not agree to the
waiver. Thereafter, Beth Israel
suspended Dr. Zarkin and issued a report
to the New York State Health
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Department charging the doctor with
gross misconduct. 3Five months later, the
Health Department completed its
investigation, fined Beth Israel
$14,000.00, and suspended Dr. Zarkin's
medical license.' During the five-month
investigation, Dr. Zarkin continued to
practice medicine at a Queens abortion
and prenatal clinic.
In addition to the medical
malpractice lawsuit, a Manhattan grand
jury indicted Dr. Zarkin and charged him
with two counts of first degree assault
for intentionally carving his initials into
Liana's abdomen causing permanent
disfigurement.' Liana did not want to file
criminal charges against Dr. Zarkin
because she believed that he was not a
threat to anyone unless he was wielding a
scalpel in an operating room." A
Manhattan prosecutor said that
regardless of Liana's feelings, Dr. Zarkin
committed a serious offense and should
be punished.' If convicted, Dr. Zarkin
could face up to twenty-five years in
prison.
This case raised two hotly
debated issues concerning liability for
misconduct in the medical profession.
The first issue involved the legal problem
of deciding whether a doctor should be
brought up on criminal charges in
addition to a medical malpractice lawsuit.
A gray area exists between tort and
criminal liability in medical malpractice
cases such as this one, where the
doctor's actions could be construed as an
assault and battery Many victims
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